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A noncommutative generalization of the central limit theorem for even 
completely positive mappings between two CCR-algebras is proved. Quasi-free 
completely positive mappings are found to be the generalizations of the gaussian 
distributed random variables. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In probability theory the central limit theorem describes the behaviour of 
suitably normalised large sums of independent identical stochastic variables. 
In order to generalize this theorem we translate it in the language of C*- 
algebras. Let (Xk)kENO be a sequence of independent real-valued stochastic 
variables which are copies of the same stochastic variable X. Suppose X has 
zero mean and finite variance 0. Denote by F, the distribution-function of X. 
Consider the commutative C*-algebra d of almost periodic functions on R. 
We can associate to X a state mx of d defined by 
Further let &‘” = 0” &‘(= C*-algebra of almost periodic functions on R”) 
and wi = 8”~~. Define an embedding @” of M’ into &‘” by 
@” -&(x, + *-.+x/J. 
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Then wgo @“=w~, n where S, = l/fi Ci-, X, and hence the central limit 
theorem becomes 
where G is the gaussian stochastic variable with distribution function 
FG(x) = l/(e) exp - x2/2a2. 
Generalizations of this theorem have been made to the case where the 
algebra ~.8’ is noncommutative. In [ 1, and 21 Hudson et al. proved a central 
limit theorem for even states of the CAR-algebra (i.e., the C*-algebra of 
cannonical anticommutation relations). In [3] this result has further been 
generalized to the case of even completely positive mappings between two 
CAR-algebras (here also the range algebra is noncommutative). 
In this paper we prove another noncommutative generalization of the 
central limit theorem for the case of even completely positive mappings 
between two CCR-algebras (i.e., C*-algebras of cannonical commutation 
relations) built on nondegenerate symplectic spaces. We find a family of 
projections (labelled by states) from the set of even completely positive 
mappings onto the set of quasifree completely positive mappings. So the 
latter can be considered as the noncommutative generalization of the 
gaussian distributions. 
The central limit construction goes along the same lines as for the CAR- 
case treated in [3]. However, completely different problems arise. Due to the 
nonseparability of the topology on the CCR-algebra, one needs natural 
regularity conditions, some of which play the analogous role as the condition 
of finite variance in the commutative case. Moreover the construction leads 
to a CCR-algebra built on a degenerate symplectic space which has 
nontrivial two-sided *-ideals, and so faithfulness of one of its representations, 
needed in the construction, is no longer automatically guaranteed. 
In the special case of states we can also treat the situation of infinite 
variance. In fact we have here the following complete result: let w be an even 
regular state of the CCR-algebra d(H, a) with GNS-triplet (X,, rr,, 52,) 
and let B,(4) be the generator of the unitary group L E IR E+ n,(w(@)) for 
4 E H, then the central limit of w is a quasi-free state or the unique central 
state depending on whether Q, belongs or does not belong to the domain of 
B,(4). 
The central limit theorem derived in this paper might be applied to 
problems of mathematical physics. It provides a tool to approximate the 
dynamics of a system by its quasi-free projection, which could be used to 
shed a new light on the dynamical Hartree-Fock theory. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
1. Completely Positive Mappings 
A linear mapping T from a C*-algebra&d in a C*-algebra 9 is called 
completely positive if 
n 
for all choices of xi E -pP, yi E 9, and n E N,. An equivalent condition is 
that T @ 1 n: &’ @ M, + 9 @ M, (where M, is the algebra of complex n X n 
matrices) is positive for any n E N,. 
In the case where 9 = 9(2)(= bounded operators on a hilbert space Z) 
T admits a Stinespring decomposition (&, cr,, Vr), i.e. there exists a 
hilbertspace &, a representation ur of & on Zr and a bounded linear 
mapping V,: Z-X, such that Vx E M’: T(x) = V:ur(x) V, and 
[or(d) VT31 =XT; the triplet (jFr, CJ~, Vr) is unique up to unitary 
equivalence. In the sequel we will deal with CCR-algebras, which are unital. 
Therefore we will restrict ourselves to unity preserving completely positive 
(upcp) mappings T (i.e., T maps the unit of ZY in the unit of 9). In the case 
of a upcp mapping T: d + 29(2@) V, is an isometry. 
2. CCR-Algebras 
Let (H, a) be a symplectic space, i.e., H is a real vector space and c is an 
application from H x H into IR which is bilinear and antisymmetric. If there 
exists a 4 E H with 4 # 0 such that for all 4’ E H: a(#, #‘) = 0, then u will be 
called degenerate; if on the other hand a(#, 4’) = 0 for all 4’ E H implies 
# = 0, then u is nondegenerate. 
For every symplectic space (H, a) there exists a unique (up to an 
isomorphism) involutive unital algebra d(H, a) determined by an injective 
mapping W: H-P d(H, u) satisfying 
IV@,) W(qQ = IV@, + &) e-i”‘m~~@*‘, #*,!bEH, 
J+v>* = w-4>, ti E H, 
d(H, u) is generated by { W(#)]# E H}. 
If u is nondegenerate, there exists a unique C*-norm on d(H, u); the 
completion d(H, a) with respect o this norm is a unital simple C*-algebra 
(called the CCR-algebra over (H, u)). If on the contrary u is degenerate, 
there is no unique C*-norm on d(H, u). However there exists a C*-norm 1). I] 
(called the minimal regular norm) such that for every other C*-norm (1. I(,, on 
d(H, a) one has: Vx E d(H, u): ]]x]]~ < ]]x]]. The completion of d(H, a) with 
respect to the minimal regular norm is denoted by d(H, a). Furthermore 
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there exists a one to one correspondence between the set of closed two-sided 
*-ideals I of d(H, a) with I nd(H. o) = (O} and the sets of C*-norms l/.1), 
on A(H, a) such that 
A(H, a)’ = A(H, 0)/Z, 
where A(H, u)’ denotes the completion of A(H, u) with respect o the norm 
Jj . )I1 corresponding to the ideal I. 
The center of d(H,a) is the C*-subalgebra A(H,) of A(H, a) generated by 
( W(#)l# E H,}, where H, = (4 E HI V# E H: a(#, w) = 0). A closed two- 
sided *- ideal J of A(H, a) is trivial if and only if J n A(H,) is trivial. The 
CCR-algebra with a nondegenerate symplectic form is studied in 141, 
whereas the degenerate case has been treated in [5 j. 
A representation rc of A(H, u) on a hilbert space Z is called regular if for 
all 4 E H the unitary group J. E [R ++ $I+‘(,+$)) is weakly or (equivalently) 
strongly continuous. By Stone’s theorem we get a selfadjoint (unbounded) 
operator B(4) on Z generating the group, i.e., Z( W(@)) = eiJB(@). 
Every positive functional o on A(H, u) with w(a) = 1 extends to a state W 
of A(H, a). If no confusion can occur, we will use also the notation w to 
denote 6. A state is called regular if its GNS representation is regular. The 
parity automorphism r of A(H, a) defined by r(W(d)) = W(-4) can be 
extended to an automorphism of A(H, u) also denote by r. A state o of 
A(H, a) is said to be even if o 0 r = w. 
A state w is called an even quasi-free state if there exists a bilinear 
symmetric form s: H x H --+ Ri such that lcr($r , $J)* < s(#r ,#i) s($~, @J and 
wW(#)) = exp - is@, 4). F or a general study of quasi-free states of CCR- 
algebras (with a nondegenerate a) see [6]. 
Let T be a completely positive mapping from A(H, u) into A(H’, a’). Then 
T is called even if To r = t’ o T, where $9) is the parity automorphism of 
A(H, a) (A(H’, a’)). By an immediate generalization of the arguments given 
in [71 we see that the mapping T: A(H, a) + A(H’, u’): IV(#) + 
W4) P~VW)) with 
A a linear operator from H into H’, 
PA a state ofA(H,u,), where uA(.,.)=u’(., .)-u(A.,A.) 
exten$s to a upcp mapping T from d(H, u) into A(H’, a’). Following [7] we 
call T an even quasi-free completely positive (eqfcp) mapping if pa is even 
quasifree state of d(H, aA). If no confusion is possible, the notation T will 
also be used for T. 
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III. A CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 
In this section we want to show how eqfcp mappings arise as the limit of 
an increasing sequence of large products of an even unity preserving 
completely positive (eufcp) mapping. 
Let T be an eufcp mapping from a CCR-algebra d= d(H, u) into 
another CCR-algebra 2 = d(H’, 0’). We assume that u and cr’ are non- 
degenerate. For any n E N, we consider d” = i(@zY, (H, a)) and 
drn = ~(Ci&, (H’, u’)). It is known [4,3.4.1] that f,: 2 -+ 
@$:;i i W(#, @ ... @ 4,) H W($,) @ ... @ W(#,) and f h : d’” + @:= i <; 
... @ w,,) H W(w,) @ . .. @ W(y/,) define isomorphisms between A
and ‘@!, d and d’” and @;=, d’, where the C*-cross norm, used to 
complete the algebraic tensorproducts, is unique since d and d, are nuclear 
[8, Theorem lO.lO]. By [9, Proposition IV.4.231 we can now define an eupcp 
mapping T”=f;‘o@!=,Tof,,fromd” intod’“. 
Next we need to inject d into d” by the homomorphism 0” defined by 
I+‘(#) t-+ W((l/fi) @,“=, #), Q E H. Composing @” with T” we arrive at an 
eupcp mapping from d into d’“. A central limit theorem should tell 
something about the limit T” o @” as n -+ cc. 
In the case of states d’ = C (H’ = {O)) and so drn = C. In the general 
case, however, the range space of T” 0 @” becomes arbitrarely large and in 
order to make some statement about lim,,, T” 0 @” one is forced to “cut 
off” the range space in some way. Therefore we need an additional element 
in the construction. 
Take an even state w of 2 with GNS triplet (Zm, z,, 0,). The n-fold 
product state un(= @i!, w of;) of d,n can be realised as a vector state in 
the following representation: 
then o”(x) = (a: 1 n:(x) J2:), x E din. 
As d”’ is simple, n: is faithful and so we can without loss of generality 
consider the completely positive mapping rcz o T” o @” from d into 5%‘(X&), 
By cutting off T” o @” we then mean that we restrict 7~: 0 T” 0 Q”(x), x E A” 
to the invariant subspace [{x2 o T” 0 Q”(i)), nZ, o @“‘@‘)}” Ql] of Xz, 
where @“’ is the injection W(w) t+ W(( l/h) @;=, I,u), w E H’ from 2’ into 
1’ ?I 
So we will have to calculate (among others) limits of the type lim,,, 
(a:] nz(@‘“( W(v)) T” 0 @“(W(4))) 0:) and since (021 nt(@‘“( W(w)) T” o 
@VW>) QZ> = @&,I ~AWw/fiN> C%(Ww/fi>>) VL)“~ where 
(.q, UT’ V,) is the Stinespring triplet for 7c, o T, it is natural to require the 
following regularity conditions on w and T: 
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(R.l) The representation 71, is regular (which is equivalent with the 
continuity of the application 1 E m t-c o(W(Aw)) for v E H’) 
(R.2) The representations uT is regular (which is equivalent with the 
continuity of the application A E iR H w(xT(W(@)) y) for x, y E d’ and 
#EH). 
(R.3) 52, E g@?,(v)) for v.E H’, where .Q(B,(v)) is the domain of 
the generator B,(v) of A. H xw( IV(Aw)). 
(R.4) V,B, E g(Br(#)) for 4 E H, where B(B,(#)) is the domain of 
the generator Br(#) of A t-, or( IV(@)). 
Now we are able to construct the objects we need to give a precise 
meaning to the “cutting off’ procedure and the limit sketched above. 
Let Hi = H’ x H and equip it with the usual real vector space structure, 
The kernel H, of S; is by positivity a linear subspace of Hi so we can pass 
to the quotient space H, = Hi/H,. We also use the notation Sp for the 
quotient bilinear form on H,. The canonical surjection from Hi onto H, will 
be denoted by A. Finally let oy be the symplectic form on H, defined by 
Remark that IG(~(v,, h>Y A(&, 42)12 < W~(Vl5 h), A(WlY h>> 
W~(W2~ h)9~(12,4*>)* w e end up with a symplectic space (H, , a:) which 
can in general be degenerate. 
LEMMA 111.1. Let Aj (resp. Bj) (j = l,..., k) be self-adjoint operators on a 
hilbert space 3 (resp. P) with domains .@(Aj) (resp. g(B,)). Let f2 be a 
normalized vector of 2 and V: 2 -+R’ an isometry such that for all 
j = l,..., k, 
R E I, T/n E g(Bj) 
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and 
(L?(Ajf2)=(Vf21BjVf2)=O* 
phi,, Ii*,,, (a 1 ,iAdfi peiBdh v . . . eiAkIfi VxeiBk’+ vfl)” exists and 
equals 
exp -$ i IIAj~ll’ + JIBjVQJIZ + 2(AjRI V*BjVl2) 
c j=I 
+2 ,,gjG, (Vi+ V*BiV)Rl(Aj+ v*BjvJp))* 
\ 
Proof. For shorthand notation we write 
g&J) = .$I leiAAl V*eiaBl V . . . eiaAkV*eiABk V&t). 
Clearly lim, ~a, g,(l/fi) = 1. It is then a matter of elementary analysis to 
check that 
3NE N, Vn > Iv: I .&Ulfi) - 1 - 1 og &Ul\/jl)l G I gkwda - 1 I2 
(where the branch cut for the logarithmic function is chosen along the 
negative real half axis). Because of gk( I/h)” = exp n log gk( l/v%) it will 
therefore be sufficient o examine the limit limAq,, (l/A*)(g,(A) - 1). 
One can easily see that in any unital associative algebra JY’, Vk E N,, 
VxjEd (j= l,...,k), 
( x1x2 ..‘xk- l)= ,J-- 2.l 
/=l l<j,<j,<...<j,<n 
X (Xj, .- l>(Xj, - 1) “. (Xj,- I). 
By applying this for xj = eiAAj V*eiABj V (j = l,..., k) the proof of the lemma 
reduces to showing that: 
0) -) ljy + @I@ iAAjpeiaBjV- 1) Q) 
=-f(l/Ajl?ll’ + /lBjVfl()’ + 2(AjRJ V*BjVl?))> 
for j = l,..., k. 
(ii) !jmo j!i (We iaAj, V*eiaBj, v - 1) 
x @ i*Aj, V*eiaBjz v - I) n) 
=-((Ajl + V*Bj,V)RI(Aj2 + V*Bj,V)Q), 
for j, , j, = l,..., k 
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(iii) 
. . . (e iaa~, V*eiaEif v - 1) a) 
=O when 1) 2. 
for j, ,..., jl= l,..., k. 
From the assumptions of the lemma we have that the function 1 -f(A) = 
(fl I@ iAAj V*ei*Bj I’ - 1) 0) is twice differentiable at A = 0 and f(0) = 
f’(O)=O. s o i () f 11 o ows from a twofold application of de 1’Hopital’s rule. 
Because for all j = I,..., k the functions J. --t ei”“jJ2 and A + V*eiABj I% are 
normdifferentiable and lieiAAjll = 1, it follows that A+ eiAAj V*eiABj VLJ is 
normdifferentiable, namely, 
lim -L (PA, V*eiABj V - 1) 0 = i(Aj + IJ*B, v) 51. 
a-r0 A2 
Hence, if A--)x1 is a uniformly bounded strongly continuous one parameter 
family of operators on Z?, one has for all j, ,..., j, = l,..., k, 
Fy $i WI@ iaAjl V*eiaBjl fl- 1) Xa(eia.4jl V*eiaEjc I/ _ 1) 0) 
= - ((Ail + v*llj, V) D (XO(Aj, + v*i?,, V) a>. 
By taking xa = 1 (resp. xA = (eiAA,z V*eiAsiz v - 1) . . . (eiAAif I V*eiAhRi, I 
I’- 1)) one finds (ii) (resp. (iii)). n 
COROLLARY 111.2. Let T: d-,d’ be an eupcp mapping and LX an even 
state of d’ satisfying the regularity conditions (R. 1) -+ (R.4). Then using the 
same notation as above, Vk E No, V#i E H, Vvi E H’ (i = I,..., k), 
lim o”(@“‘(W(~~)) T” o @“(I+‘(#,)) . .. @ln(W(~&) T” o @“(W(#,))) 
n-m 
exists and equals exp --iQk((ly,, #,),..., (vk, #k)), where Qk is given by 
Ql((v/> #)I = (B,(W) Q,P,(v) Q,> + @A#) V,fi,lB,(#) v,QJ 
+ W”(V) fl,l GB,(#) VTfl,) 
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Proof: The result follows from the definition of #“, @“‘, T”, and 0” and 
by taking in Lemma 111.1, Aj = B,(#j), Bj = B,(t,uj) (j = l,..., k), Q = Sz,, 
and V= V,. 1 
Before proceeding we need 
LEMMA 111.3. Let (H, a) be a (possibly degenerate) symplectic space and 
let s: H x H + C be a bilinear form on H satisfying 
~u(~~,~~)*\<s(~~,~~)s(~~,~~) forall id2EK 
s(q4 4) > 0 for all 4 E H and ~(4, 4) = 0 * 4 = 0. 
Then 0,: A(H, u) -+ 6: W(#) F+ exp - $s(#, 4) extends to a state of A(H, a) 
with a faithful GNS representation. 
Proof. It is easily checked that w, is positive on A(H, o) and hence 
extends to a state of A(H, a). Since the kernel K of the GNS representation 
of W, is a closed two sided *-ideal of A(H, a), we know from [5] that it will 
be sufficient to show that K n A(H,) = (O}, where A(H,) is the C*- 
subalgebra of A(H, a) generated by ( W(d)i# E H,} with H, = 
(4 E HJVv E H: a(@, 4) = 0). This will be proved by showing that the state 
W: (= restr‘ t‘ n f __ ic IO o o, to A(H,J) can be extended to a KMS-state of a larger 
algebra. 
Let .W = H, @ Ho and S = s @ s a real scalar product on Z. The 
mapping J: P + E (4, w) ++ (-w, 4) d e mes a complex structre on (Z, S). f 
Further let u be the nondegenerate symplectic form on Z given by 
46 v> = WJy, v>, t-,VE~P 
with 0 < 1 < 1. Clearly there exists a natural embedding of A(H,) into 
A(R, a) and W: extends to a state ws of A(Z, u) satisfying 
Consider now the one parameter-group aI of automorphism of A(R, u) 
defined by 
a,(w(t)) = w(etJt>. 
Then os is a ,&KMS state with respect to a, for ,6 = log(l + A)/(1 -1). 
Hence by [IO, Theorem 13.31 and since A(Z, a) is simple, o, is faithful, so 
w,” is faithful and this implies Kn A(H,) = {O}. 1 
Now we are able to identify the limit we found in Corollary III.2 as an 
even quasi-free state on the CCR-algebra A(H, , a;). More precisely we have 
LEMMA 111.4. We assume that o and T obey the regularity condition 
(R.1) + (R.4) and use the same notation as above. Let Q;((y,, 4,) ,..., 
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(y/k, #k)) = Q~((w,, #r>~..*~ CV/ , 4k)) - Cj”= 1Q;(Yj, #j)) for k E ‘0, $j E H, 
tyj E H’ (j = l,..., k), where 
Qr,(<~j,~j))=R(~j,~j)+2i~~(ii(~j,O),(1(0’~j)) 
and R is the bilinear form on H, defined bq’ 
RM #‘I = @T(4) vd-2, IBTW) V,f-JJ 
- wit@) V,fJ,l VBT@‘) V,Q,). 
Then Q;((yl, $J,..., (v/~, 4,)) depends only on the classes A(vj, #j) 
(j= l,..., k) and the mapping 
WV(WI Y (6,)) *.* WV(Wk9 #A) ~--r exp - iQX<w, T ~4)~..., klk, h)) 
defines a quasifree state coo0 of A(H,, 6:) with a faithful GNS represen- 
tation. 
Proof: Since QX(Y,, #I>,--, CV/~, #J)=2 Cl <i<j<k SF((Wi, #iL (Wjy #j))+ 
cj”=l S;((Y/~, #j), (vj, #j)), the positivity of SF and the definition of A 
imply that QL<(vl,, #1),..., (vk, 4,)) depends only on A(Vj> #j) (j= l,..., k). 
Because Q;((Y, 9 #I>,-, (WRY 4J) = Q;-,<(Y, 3 #I>,-, (Yj + Yjt 13 4j + ?j+ 1L-3 
(yk, $J) + 2iuF(A(yj, 4J, A(Y~+, #j+,)) for 1 <j < k - 1, the mawng 
cow: WV(Y,T $1)) .** W(A(Yj/k, $4)) 
++ exp - ~Q;((Y, 3 hL kk, h)) 
is well defined on A(H,, a:) and wrn is determined by 
w”(W(A(w, $1)) = exp - ?iW-4v3 (61, A(w $1). 
By the preceding lemma we know that wco extends to a quasi-free state of 
A(H, , u;) with a faithful GNS-representation. 1 
THEOREM 111.5. With the same conditions and notations as in 
Corollary III.2 and Lemma III.4 there exists a unique eqfcp mapping T” 
from d into A(H,, a:) such that 
j\~ ~“(@‘“(W(Y,)) T” 0 @‘VW,)) -.a @‘“W(wJ> 
x T” 0 @“(W(@,)) T” 0 Q”(x) 
x @‘“(WA) T” 0 @“(WV,)) .a- @‘“(Wt,>) T” 0 @“VW,))) 
(1) 
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for all k, 1 E N, vj, rj E H’, ~j, rj E H and x E 2. This mapping T”O satisfies 
Proof Let L be the mapping H-1 H,: # M n(O, #) and uI. the symplectic 
form on H defined by o&5,, &) = r@,, &) - oF(L#,, L#,). Note that 
44 y h> = Im W, y #2)e From the complete positivity of T and T( 1) = 1 it 
follows that R’(x, , x2) = (x, (x2) - (Vgx, / VFx,) is a positive sesquilinear 
form on &. Remark that R’(x, , x2) = R(#, , &) when xj = 
B,($j) V,fl,(j= 1,2). Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for R’ 
yields 
Hence p( IV($)) = exp - fR(#, $) d e mes an even quasi-free state of A(H, 0,~) f 
and the mapping IV(#) b W(/1(0,@)) p( W(4)) extends to an eqfcp mapping 
T from d into A(H,, a;) [7]. It follows immediately from Corollary III.2 
and Lemma III.4 that this mapping satisfies (1) for x = Wk) and by 
linearity and uniform continuity (1) holds for all x E A. Finally uniqueness 
of T” follows easily from the faithfulness of the GNS representation of 
cow. I 
Starting from an eupcp mapping T: 2-d’ we have found an eqfcp .___ 
mapping Ta‘: d-1 A(H,, 0:) as a “central limit.” If we want to end up with 
an eqfcp mapping from 2 into d’ we still need an eqfcp mapping from 
A(H,, ~7) into d’ in order to compose it with T”. It will be shown in 
Proposition III.6 that, since o’(w,, I,v,) = ay(A(vi, 0), A(ly,, 0)) there exists 
a natural embedding r of d’ into A(H,, UT) given by W(w) ++ W(A(w, 0)). 
Therefore we look for a conditional expectation from A(H,, a’;) onto T(2). 
We recall the definition of a conditional expectation: let .d be a unital 
C*-algebra and ,B a unital C*-subalgebra in ~2, then a mapping E: .&’ + .B 
is called a conditional expectation if it satisfies: 
(i) E is projection from .d onto 9, 
(ii) E(xy) = xE(y); x E 2, y E .@‘, 
(iii) E is completely positive. 
Now we will show that the requirement of the existence of a conditional 
expectation E: A(H,, ul;r) -+ I’@‘) implies a supplementary regularity 
condition on o and T. First we prove 
PROPOSITION 111.6. (i) Let (K, u,) be symplectic spaces such that there is 
a symplectic embedding y: (K, , u,) -+ (K, a) (i. e., y is linear and ‘~‘4, y E K, : 
u1@9 WI = ew Y(V)>>* 
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Thenfor every C*-norm 1). /I0 on A(K, a). there exists a unique C*-norm )/ . /I, 
on A(K,, a,) such that the mapping 
I-: A(K, , u,) -+ A(K, a) 
WV> t4 WY(V)> 
(2) 
extends to an embedding E A(K, , u,) ’ --t A(K, a) “. 
(ii) Let (K,, a,) and (K2, u2) be symplectic spaces and (K, a) = 
(K,@K,,u,@a,) Denote A=A(K,o), Al=A(K,,u,), A,=A(K,,u,). 
Then for every C*-norm I(. )I0 on A there exists C*-norms 1). (I1 (resp. I/. /I*) on 
A, (resp. AJ and a C*-cross norm a on 2: @ 2; such that da c 2: 0, $, 
ProoJ: (i) Clearly the mapping given by (2) is an injective 
homomorphism from A(K, , a,) into A(K, u). Defining ((x((, = ]]T(x)]lo, 
x E A(K,, a,) one gets the statement. 
(ii) One easily sees that 
z:A,@A2-‘A 
defines an isomorphism. Let II~11,=1I~(x@ lllo~x~4~ M= 
]]7c( 1 @ y$, y E A, then 71 can be extended to an injective homomorphism 
YT: $ @ 2; --t 2’. Now we define a C*-norm I] /Ia on the algebraic tensor 
product by 
It is known [ 10, Chap. IV.41 that every C*-norm on the algebraic tensor 
product of two C*-algebras is a cross-norm (i.e., ]jx @ y]], = ]]x]l, ]I y]]*). By 
construction of (1 (Ia, % can be extended to an injective homomorphism 
ii: di @ 2; -+ da which is also surjective since the range of 77 is closed and 
contains a dense subset (namely, z(A, @ A,) = A). i 
Remark that in the case where u1 is nondegenerate 2’ N d, @,i, 2; = 
4 @,a, 2; since there exists only one C*-norm on A, and d, is nuclear. 
LEMMA 111.7. Let (K, a) be a nondegenerate symplectic space. If 
x E A(K, u)\(O) and there exists a linear functional f: H-1 R such that: 
VvEK, xW(ly) = W(y) xeif”’ (3) 
then there exists a unique $ E K such that 
f(v) = -%4 w> 
and x = 1 W’(4) for some Iz E C. 
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ProoJ By taking the adjoint of (3) and using the linearity off one has 
VYEK W(y) x* = x* W(y) eifco’. 
Hence W(w) x*x = x*xW(yl) for all IJI E K. Thus x*x belongs to the center 
of d(H, u) which is known to be trivial as c is nondegenerate IS]. So 
x*x =,uU for some p E F?$ @ = /lx/[‘). Analogously one finds that xx* =(uO. 
Let y = x/G, then y is unitary and 
VylEK, eino)?l =yW(y)y*W(--y). 
Now consider the vector space CJ, of linear functionals on K, 
uK = {a,: K -+ R: I,U i--, a(#, iy)[ 4 E K}. 
Because c is nondegenerate, cK separates K and induces a Hausdorff 
topology on K (called the o,-topology) defined by VI, -+OK IJI iff V$ E K, 
a,(w,) + O@(V). We want to show that f is continuous for this topology on 
K. 
Take a net (w,),,, in K such that IJI, converges to a I,U E K in the cK- 
topology. Choose a sequence y, = Cf:l A,,, W(#n,k) E d(K, cr) such that y, 
converges to y in the norm topology. Then we can write 
le if(ooJ - eiS’“‘) = 1) yW(y,)y*W(-y,) - yW(y)y*W(-y)(( 
< II YW(Y,)Y”W-Y,) -Yn W(Y,>Y,* Jv-WJll 
+ II Yn WW,)Y,* W-w,) -Y, cy(Y)YtT WC-w)ll 
+ II Y, WY) Y,* W-Y) -Y WY) Y * W(-v)ll 
<4Ml/Y-Ynll +M \“: A,kWn.k) 
II k:l 
where M = max I( ~~(1. Clearly this implies lim, eif(‘a) = eif”’ and by 
linearity of J lim,f(v/,) =f(w). 
So f is a a,-continuous functional on K and since the topological dual of 
K in the a,-topology is o,, we have f E uK hence 
~!#EK,V~EK, f(w) = -WA w). 
As IV(+) cY(d) = IV(w) W(-4) e*‘“‘@~“” and xW(v) = W(y) xe-zio(m*‘) it 
follows that W(w) XIV(+) = xkV(--4) W(w) for all I+V E H. Hence XIV(+) 
belongs to the trivial center of d(H, a) and so xW(--4) = A1 or 
x=nw(#). I 
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PROPOSITION 111.8. Let (K, o) and (K,, a,) be sympfectic spaces such 
that there exists a symplectic embedding y: (K, , a,) -+ (K, a). Suppose u1 is 
nondegenerate. Let /I . (I,, 6 e a C*-norm on A(K, a) and denote 
da = A(K, a)‘, d, = A(K,, a,) and r is the embedding of d, into da (see 
Proposition 111.6) 
(i) If there exists a conditional expectation E = Jo--$ d,, then there 
exists a unique projection operator P: K -+ y(K,) (i.e., a linear operator 
satisfying u(~(I,v), P$) = u@(v), 4) jk all v/ E K, and $ E K, a unique state o 
of $ (= C*-subalgebra in 2’ generated by { W’(tt~)\ w E K, = (1 - P) K}) 
such that 
V#EK, ww)) = ww w(W(l - p> $I>* (4) 
(ii) Conversely, if P: K -+ y(K,) is a projection operator (in the above 
sense) and o is a state of 2; then (4) defines a conditional expectation 
E: 2’ -+ I$&). 
Proof: (i) Let E be a conditional expectation: Jo + T(d,). Take $ E K, 
then for all w E K, , 
W’V)) WY(W)) = E(@“W WY(V))) 
= E(W(y(v) W(4)) e-2i0(bYy(dr)) 
= W(y(y~)) E(W(o)) e-ziUcm3y(m)‘. 
From Lemma III.7 we know 
314’ E YF,), VvE K,, a’, Y(W)) = 46 Y(W)) 
therefore we define P$ = 4’. Moreover one has E(W($)) = W(P#) A($). On 
the other hand, since ~(PI,u, (1 -P) 4) = 0 for all 4, w E K, we have 
Vt$EK, E(W9) = E(W’# + (1 - P> 4)) 
= wvw W(l -P) $1) 
= W@)EW(l -P)(6)) 
hence A(4) ll = E( I+‘((1 - P) 0). Taking any state w, of T@,) and defining 
co = o 1 0 E Ia, one finds (4). 
(ii) Conversely let P: K -+ y(K,) be a projection and o a state of 2:. It 
follows from Proposition III.6 that there exists a isomorphism IC: da -+ 
T@i) @ 2: (where the C*-cross norm on the tensor product is unique). One 
easily sees that E defined by (4) satisfies E = 7c-’ o (Id @ co) o TT, where Id is 
the identical automorphism of T@,). Hence by [ 10, Corollary 4.251 it 
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follows that E is completely positive, The other conditions for having a 
conditional expectation are trivially fulfilled. i 
It follows now from this last proposition that we have to require an 
additional regularity condition on o and T in order to project the eqfcp 
mapping T”O: & A(H,, ay), which was found in Theorem 111.5, onto an 
eqfcp mapping T,: A --t A’ by composing it with an even quasi-free 
conditional expectation, namely, 
(R.5) For all d E H, the functional 
is continuous for the &,-topology on H’ (the a;,-topology was defined in the 
proof of Lemma 111.7). Indeed, since Im < B,(v) 0-1 I’,*B,($) Vra,) = 
ev (WY o>, A (09 4)), condition (R.5) implies 
(because the dual of H’ in the &,-topology is aA,> and hence yields a unique 
projection operator. P: H, -+ y(H’) defined by 
Conversely the existence of such a projection operator trivially implies (R.5). 
Assume now (R.5) and consider the conditional expectation 
EP,: A(H,, a;) -+ I-@‘) 
where p, is an even quasi-free state of A(H,, a;), Defining T, = 
r-‘oE oTm PI we end up with an eqfcp mapping from d into 2 satisfying 
where A: H + H’ is defined by A# = y-l PA(0, 4) or equivalently u’(w, A#) = 
Im < B,(v) D,J VFB,($) V$,) for all w E H’, $ E H, and p was defined 
in Theorem 111.4. 
Finally remark that in general the quasi-free projection T, of T will 
depend on the choice of w and p,. If T happens to be quasi-free, then 
T = T, for all choices of w and p, . 
580/57/l-2 
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IV. THE CASE OF STATES 
A special class of eupcp mappings are the even states p: d(H, a) + C. 
Since G 2i d((O}, 0), we can perfectly well project an even state onto an even 
quasi-free one by applying the construction of Section III. However, we 
immediately see that, because C” N C, the “cutting off’ procedure is trivial 
in this case. The ingredients w and E,,! are trivially redundant and so the 
quasi-free projection of a state will only depend on the state itself. Moreover 
the regularity conditions concerning cu and E,, (namely, (R.l), (R.3), and 
(R.5)) are trivially satisfied. Therefore, Theorem 111.5, when translated to the 
case of states, simplifies as follows: 
Let (H, a) be a nondegerate symplectice space and p an even state of __- 
d(H, a) with GNS triplet (P, rc, 0) Assume: 
(i) p is regular (i.e., the application A t-, p( W(,$$)) is continuous for 
all d E H(R.2). 
(ii) Q E g(B(d)) for 4 E H, where g(B(#)) is the domain of the 
generator B(4) of the strongly continuous unitary group i I-+ n( W’(n#)) 
(R.4). 
-.__ 
Then, Vx E A(H, a), lim,,, p” 0 W’(x) exists equals p,(x), where pm is the 
even quasi-free state on A(H, u) determined by p,(W($)> = 
exp -5 < W9 QlW> 0). 
But we can say more. In fact, the condition of the even parity of the state 
can be reduced to its weakest possible form and the regularity condition (ii) 
can completely be dropped. Then we have the following complete result: 
THEOREM IV.l. Let 
--t (H, a) be a nondegenerator symplectic space, 
+ p a regular state of A(H, o) with GNS triplet (R’, R, Q), 
-9 I?($) the generator of A + z( W(J#)). 
(a> If l-2 E ~PW) and (QlB(#) a) = 0 for all $ E H then 
Vx E A(H, a), lim,,, p” o W’(x) exists and equals p,(x), where p, is the 
even quasi-free state determined by 
Cal rf Q g ww) f or all # E H\(O} then Vx E A(H, a), lim,,, 
P n 0 W’(x) exists and equals w,(x), where w, is the unique central state of 
AW, 0). 
Proof. By linearity and a continuity argument it is sufficient o prove the 
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existence of the limit, limn,, p” o Q”(x) for x = IV($) with 4 E H\{O}. Since 
B(4) is self-adjoint it has a spectral decomposition 
and 
Let &(x) = d(fl/(E,O). Denote by p the Fourier transform of the measure ,U 
(a) If Q E g(B($)) and (QIB(#)Q) = 0 one has jRx2 &(x) < 03 and 
lIRx &(x) = 0. In this case ,2 is twice differentiable and (&/dA)(O) = 0. 
Hence, choosing the branch cut for the logarithmic function in the complex 
plane along the negative real half axis, we find by a twofold application of de 
I’Hopital’s rule 
which proves case (a). 
(8) If Q G .@(B(#)) one has lim,,, l,X, GR x2 C+(X) = +co. In this case we 
have to show that limA,, (l/A*) log /,@)I’ = -co. By concavity of the 
logarithmic function one has 
1 2 =- 
(I A2 R 
cos /lx c+(x) * + 
1 ( 
J’ sin Ax C+(X) 
1 ) 
- 1 
R 
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Remark that JiR (1 - cos Ax) L&(X) # 0 for II small enough, and by the 
dominated convergence theorem lim,,, i, (cos ix + 1) L&(X) = 2. Hence it 
suffices to prove that 
0) lim,+, (ip2) jR (1 - ~0~ AX) dp(x) = +co, 
(ii> limA +. (I R sin Ax &(x))‘/J’, (1 - cos Ax) &(x) = 0. 
Since 1 - cos y > (2/7r2)y2 for y E (--7c, 7c] (i) follows easily from 
$jR (1 - cos Ax) d/l(x) > $j (1 - cos Ax) &(x) 
IxlSnllAl 
1 x2 d/l(x). IXlG~/l~i 
In order to check (ii) we distinsuish between two possible cases: either 
(4 lima++oo JIXIGR 1x1 &(x) is finite 
or 
(b) limR++m .f,x,gR I4 444 = +a~. 
In case (a) the validity of (ii) follows from (i) and the trivial estimate 
In case (b) we need a more subtle argument. First note that for all r, s E IR 
and U, u E R,i, 
(r + s)2 
u+v 
<2;+2;. 
We apply this for 
I= I sin Ix &(x), S= I sin Ax &(x), 1x1 <n/IA1 1x1 >nllAl 
u= 
! 
(1 - cos Ax) 6(x), V = J (1 - cos Ax) d/.4(x). Ixl<n/lAl 1x1 >~/l.v 
Clearly s2/u tends to zero in the limit A + 0. Indeed using 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and sin’ y < 2( 1 - cos y) for all y, one has 
O&< J^ Ixl >nll~l Sin2 ix 444 V‘S 1x1 >n/\,t (1 - cm Ax) 9(x) i 44x) 1x1 >~/IAI 
the 
<2 I 44x). 1x1 >n/lll 
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As the measure ,U has finite mass, this upper bound can be made arbitrarily 
small. 
It remains to verify that lim,,, (r2/#) = 0. One can easily see that 
0+J IxlsnllAl sin Ax Q(x))' <S 
i’lA’ sin Lx dv(x))2 
,x,(n,,l, (1 - cos 1x) d/L(x) G J;““’ (1 - cos Lx) dv(x) 
7c2 (Jy” x dv(x))Z 
‘<t J,““’ x2 dv(x) ’ 
where v is the measure on Rt given by dv(x) = dp(x) + dp(--x). Notice that 
(b) is equivalent with lim,,, o. ft x dv(x) = +co. So there exists an 
increasing’ sequence (xk)k.N in R ’ such that x,, = 0 and SC:+’ x dv(x) = 1 for 
all k. Clearly lim,,, x,=+coandforallkEN,andRE[O,x,]onehas 
k 1 xk -=- 
xk I’ xk 0 
x dv(x) 
ZZ- x1, j-; x dv(x) t ;!x’” x dv(x) 
k 
&tj 
xk 
dv(x). 
X>R 
As v has finite mass, this upper bound can be made arbitrarily small by 
choosing k and R large enough, so lim,,, (k/xk) = 0. 
Now consider an arbitrary E > 0; then there exists a k, E No such that 
xk > (3/s) k for all k > k,. Take ]I ] small enough such that x, < n/In / < x,+ 1 
for some I> k, + 1. Then 
and 
i 
n”A’ x dv(x) < f”+’ x dv(x) = I + 1 
0 '0 
j;“” x2 dv(x) > 1”~’ dv(x) = y i”‘” x2 dv(x) 
0 ,s i xj 
I-1 
>\'xj>$:$'j 
j=O J-k, 
= $ (1(1- 1) - ko(ko + 1)). 
Thus 
o< (J ;‘I*’ x dv(x))’ 2~ (I+ l)* 
’ l;“A’ x2 dv(x) %l(Z- I)-k,(k, t 1) 
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and again this upper bound can be made smaller than E by choosing /A \ 
small (or equivalently 1 large) enough. m 
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